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t is clear that there is a need to pay attention to the
contextual factors that will promote the broad adop-
tion, successful implementation, and long-term sus-

ainability of community-based environment and policy
hange. Reviews of both clinical and community-based
nterventions have shown that information about the
ntervention setting, how a program or policy is imple-

ented, and how it is institutionalized are reported
uch less often than individual-level factors.1 Thus, as

est practices for active living are identified, there is an
qually important opportunity to identify ways to en-
ure that these best practices will be adopted, imple-
ented, and maintained.
A key strength of the Active Living by Design (ALbD)

rogram is its inclusion of a variety of types of commu-
ities. By purposively including both urban and rural
ommunities, variation in climate and geographic loca-
ions, and both low- and moderate-income settings, this
reatly enhances confidence that success is generaliz-
ble. Robustness of results across different types of
ommunities is an important criterion for widespread
ublic health impact, and the ALbD program receives
igh marks on this dimension.
The 5P model (preparation, promotion, programs,

olicy, and physical projects) used in ALbD2 should
nhance adoption and implementation. Like the 5A’s
odel for smoking cessation and chronic illness self-
anagement,3 this alliterative mnemonic facilitates un-

erstanding and reduces the complexity of multi-level
nterventions—one of Rogers’s key criteria for success-
ul adoption.4 The 5P model should also help imple-

entation as the framework serves as a reminder to
ommunity partners that it is important to address all of
he P’s. It is clear from the papers in this issue that this
ramework was widely used by communities.

A first step to increasing the likelihood that the
ndividuals who are reached (i.e., those who are ex-
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osed to the ALbD interventions) include those who
ould most benefit is through the strategic composition
f the community partnership. Use of a multi-level
ocioecologic approach to identify those partners who
epresent, or have access to, the venues and organiza-
ions in which the target population(s) live, work, and
lay will greatly increase the likelihood of success. The
ariety of partners included in the ALbD communities,
uch as city planners, law enforcement, schools, resi-
ents, and neighborhood associations, bodes well for
ecreasing any skepticism that the partnership has a
re-determined agenda and for identifying issues and
olutions that resonate with the target population.5

Another way to assure a broad reach for strategies
hat are ultimately sustained is to implement changes at
he policy (e.g., zoning laws, school physical education
olicies) and environment (e.g., biking and pedestrian

nfrastructure) levels. While strategic use of programs is
ppropriate to build awareness, knowledge, and skills,
ssuring that organizations will continue to offer and
nance them into the future is often challenging,
articularly during tight times. Policies and environ-
ent changes, while more likely to be sustained once

mplemented, also require upkeep, enforcement, and
eriodic evaluation to assure they are effective. Al-
hough far fewer resources are required on an ongoing
asis than for program activities, an unfunded policy
andate or a well-maintained trail that cannot be

ccessed without a car may not reach those most in
eed.
Of course, the real test of maintenance will be

nother 5 or 10 years to see if these communities have
ntegrated ALbD goals, values, and activities into their
ision of their communities. Encouraging shared lead-
rship among partners, such as partner-led work-
roups, will help to sustain partner engagement and
oster adoption and maintenance of strategies beyond
he grant.6 In addition, to the degree that partners are
ble to identify with and integrate the ALbD vision into
heir own organizations, the work of the partnership
ill continue even if the partnership is disbanded. It
ill be of interest to see how many of the partnerships
stablished for ALbD have continued or evolved into
omething different. One example of how the 5P

ramework has already achieved maintenance and the
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elated goal of generalization is the report that the
ramework has been used by ALbD communities for
ther grants and projects.

omments on Papers by Communities

n reviewing the papers in this supplement7-21 to the
merican Journal of Preventive Medicine, we were struck by

he diversity in lead agencies and partnership compo-
ition in ALbD projects. The ALbD program can appar-
ntly be structured in a way that fits the community,
hile still retaining its essential components.22 Over the

ong run, it will be interesting to see if partnerships
hat include residents at the outset, such as the
ealthy Community Initiative in Buffalo, and share

eadership and implementation responsibilities, such
s Wyoming Valley, have better implementation or
reater sustainability.2,7

Social justice is a key aspect of adoption—i.e., assur-
ng that progressive programs and policies are adopted
y a diverse spectrum of neighborhoods and organiza-
ions, not just those that are affluent or better re-
ourced. It is encouraging that there are several exam-
les, such as the Louisville housing authority, that

llustrate the applicability of ALbD to low-income resi-
ents and communities.13

It is also clear that these communities have learned
hat leveraging resources and dollars is key to sustain-
ng the momentum of the partnership’s activities. We
ere impressed that most communities have secured

ubstantial additional funding that in several cases has
ven exceeded the amount of initial grant funding.
Successful implementation includes elements of

reparation and promotion as well as opportunities for
eporting immediate and interim outcomes. Regular
eporting is important to sustaining momentum over
he longer term. Clearly defining partnership goals and
escribing the planned implementation steps and time-
able will allow for reporting of interim milestones.
trategic implementation of events and programs to en-
age, inform, and mobilize residents and partners while
imultaneously beginning the multi-year work of imple-
enting policy, systems, and environmental changes,

hould encourage continued involvement and enhance
aintenance at both the setting and individual levels.

inally, documenting adaptations, challenges, and les-
ons learned, will help to spread best processes as well
s practices.

One way to enhance maintenance is to integrate
artnerships or activities into permanent structures. A
reat example of this is the Orlando partnership that
ecame an official advisory council to the mayor.16 In
ddition, the occurrence of “spin-off” taskforces, partic-

larly those that mobilize youth, such as the Student

ecember 2009
oalition for Walkable Communities in Jackson where
igh school students are involved in environmental
udits and letter writing campaigns, contributes to
reating a norm of social participation and community
mpowerment.12,23,24

In summary, the ALbD program elements have been
idely adopted and successfully implemented in di-
erse communities. Despite the recent economic down-
urn, the prognosis for sustainability is also reasonably
ood. A key factor predictive of long-term sustainability
hat will be addressed in a future AJPM supplement is on-
oing evaluation and progress reporting. Since longer-
erm health outcomes may not be evident for years to
ome, documenting intermediate outcomes provides
eedback to the partnership and an opportunity to
elebrate accomplishments, make course corrections,
nd sustain momentum.5

o financial disclosures were reported by the authors of this
aper.
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